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Semantic Memory

See EPISODIC VS. SEMANTIC MEMORY

Semantic Networks

See FRAME-BASED SYSTEMS; SCHEMATA

Semantics

Semantics is the study of MEANING. It is not surprising that
“semantics” can “mean” different things to different
researchers within cognitive science. Notions relating to
meaning have had long (and often contentious) histories
within the disciplines that contribute to cognitive science,
and there have been very diverse views concerning what
questions are important, and for what purposes, and how
they should be approached. And there are some deep foun-
dational and methodological differences within and across
disciplines that affect approaches to semantics. These have
partly impeded but also stimulated cooperative discussion
and fruitful cross-fertilization of ideas, and there has been
great substantive progress in semantics, in the sister field of
PRAGMATICS and at the SYNTAX-SEMANTICS INTERFACE in
recent decades.

The logico-philosophical tradition divides semiotics (the
study of signs, applicable to both natural and constructed
languages) into syntax, semantics, and pragmatics (Morris
1938). On this view, SYNTAX concerns properties of expres-
sions, such as well-formedness; semantics concerns rela-
tions between expressions and what they are “about”
(typically “the world” or some model), such as reference;
and pragmatics concerns relations between expressions and
their uses in context, such as IMPLICATURE. Some
approaches reject the characterization of semantics as deal-
ing with relations between language and something external
to language, especially between language and “the world”
(see (1) and (2) below). And many approaches have chal-
lenged, in different ways, the autonomy of semantics from
pragmatics implied by the traditional trichotomy. We return
to some of these foundational issues below.

One of the basic issues that any theory of semantics must
deal with is how we can understand the meanings of novel
sentences. Syntax describes the recursive part-whole struc-
ture of sentences; semantics must account for how the
meanings of smaller parts are combined to form the mean-
ings of larger wholes (see COMPOSITIONALITY and LOGICAL
FORM). There are many controversial issues surrounding the
principle of compositionality, which contains several cru-
cially theory-dependent terms: The meaning of an expres-
sion is a function of the meanings of its parts and of how
they are syntactically combined. But most explicit semantic
theories, especially formal semantics, accept it as a basic
working principle. The extension of compositional seman-
tics beyond the level of the sentence, to the interpretation of
DISCOURSE, has been of increasing importance.

Another basic issue for semantic theory is the nature of
the meanings of the smallest meaningful units of language,
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words or morphemes (or even smaller units if some mor-
phemes are viewed as decomposable into submorphemic
“features”). Lexical semantics has an even longer history
than compositional semantics and is connected with the
most fundamental problems in the philosophy of language
and the psychology of CONCEPTS (see REFERENCE, THEO-
RIES OF and LEXICON).

Crucial interfaces include the syntax-semantics inter-
face and the interfaces of semantics with pragmatics, with
encyclopedic and common-sense knowledge, and perhaps
directly with PHONOLOGY (e.g., with respect to the
semantic/pragmatic interpretation of PROSODY AND INTO-
NATION). Other important areas of research concern
acquisition, human semantic processing, and computa-
tional semantics.

Among the most important semantic properties of lin-
guistic expressions that need to be accounted for, most
semanticists would include the following:

Ambiguity: Having more than one meaning. Strongly com-
positional theories require all semantic ambiguity to reflect
either lexical or structural (syntactic) AMBIGUITY .

Vagueness: A challenge for some theories of the nature of
word meanings as well as to classical theories of concepts.
Drawing the distinction between ambiguity and VAGUENESS
is a classic problem (Quine 1960; Zwicky and Sadock
1975).

Anomaly: Some expressions, like the famous Colorless
green ideas sleep furiously (Chomsky 1957), are judged to
be semantically anomalous although syntactically well-
formed. The lines between semantic and other sorts of
anomaly are crucially theory-dependent and often debated.

Entailment: Sentence A entails sentence B if sentence B is
true in every possible state of affairs in which sentence A is
true. Entailment has always been a central semantic concern
in LOGIC and the philosophy of language, and remains so in
POSSIBLE WORLDS SEMANTICS. Cognitive semanticists
replace concern with logical entailment by concern with
human inference; formal semanticists see the relation of
entailment to actual human inference as indirect. But most
semanticists are concerned with some notion of entailment
or inference, and many agree about the importance of revis-
ing (incrementally or radically) the formal logics invented
by logicians to model the “natural logic(s)” implicit in the
semantics of natural languages.

Presupposition: A precondition for the felicity or truth-
valuedness of an expression in a context. PRESUPPOSITION
research has been important in theorizing about the relation
between (or possible integration of) semantics and pragmat-
ics.

Context: Expressions are interpreted in the (linguistic) con-
text of other expressions, and in the (nonlinguistic) context
of an utterance situation in which the participants have vari-
ous beliefs and intentions. Any approach to semantics has to
take a stand on the relation of “semantics proper” to various
aspects of context, including the treatment of INDEXICALS
AND DEMONSTRATIVES (Kaplan 1977). One important trend
in formal semantics has been the shift from “meanings as

truth conditions” to “meanings as functions from contexts to
contexts” (with truth conditions as a corollary; Heim 1982);
see CONTEXT AND POINT OF VIEW, SITUATEDNESS/EMBED-
DEDNESS, DYNAMIC  SEMANTICS.

Referential opacity: The construction exemplified in “Jones
is seeking—” is referentially opaque, because the substitu-
tion of one coreferential expression for another in that con-
text does not always preserve the truth-value of the whole. It
may be true that Jones is seeking the president and false that
Jones is seeking Mary’s father even though the president is
Mary’s father. Frege’s distinction between SENSE AND REF-
ERENCE, Carnap’s distinction between intension and exten-
sion, and Montague’s intensional logic all treat the
phenomenon of referential opacity, pervasive in PROPOSI-
TIONAL ATTITUDE constructions. 

Other issues important to semantics include ANAPHORA,
negation and QUANTIFIERS, TENSE AND ASPECT, and modal-
ity; other issues important for semantics and pragmatics
together include topic-FOCUS structure and the interpreta-
tion of questions, imperatives, and other speech acts. 

Many foundational issues of semantics are relevant to
cognitive science; some are particularly linguistic, others
overlap heavily with issues in the philosophy of language
and philosophy of mind. We mention a few central issues
that divide different approaches to semantics.

1. The nonpsychologistic tradition of “objective”
(though abstract) meanings (Frege 1892; Carnap 1956;
Montague 1973) versus the psychologistic view of mean-
ings “in the head” (Fodor 1975; Lakoff 1987; Jackendoff
1983; and all psychologists). Do expressions refer to
objects or to concepts? Is semantics a branch of mathemat-
ics, or is it (as on the Chomskyan view of all of linguistics)
a branch of psychology? Classical formal semanticists,
who take the first disjunct in these choices, distinguish
semantics from knowledge of semantics (Lewis 1975),
making semantic competence interestingly different from
syntactic competence. Jackendoff (1996), following
Chomsky (1986) on “I-language” and “E-language,” dis-
tinguishes “I-semantics” (internalized semantics, semantic
competence) from “E-semantics” (an abstract relation
external to language users), and characterizes his own Con-
ceptual Semantics as well as COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS
(Lakoff 1987) as studying the former whereas formal
semantics studies the latter. Many today seek an integration
of these two perspectives by studying mind-internal intui-
tions of mind-external relations such as reference and
truth-conditions. See Putnam 1975 for an influential philo-
sophical perspective.

2. Model-theoretic versus representational approaches.
Many linguists think of semantics in terms of a “level of
representation” of expressions analogous to a syntactic or
phonological level. Psychologists generally think of
semantics as relating expressions to concepts, regarding
concepts as something like elements of a LANGUAGE OF
THOUGHT. In AI, semantic interpretation is sometimes
expressed in a language of KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION.
A representational view of semantics is quite congenial to
the popular COMPUTATIONAL THEORY OF MIND (Jackendoff
1983). The contrasting model-theoretic view sees semantic
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interpretation relating expressions to elements of models
(possibly MENTAL MODELS) defined in terms of constitu-
ents such as possible situations, entities, properties, truth-
values, and so on. Intensional objects may be modeled, for
instance, as functions from possible worlds or situations to
extensions (see POSSIBLE WORLDS SEMANTICS). The ques-
tion of the mental representation of such model-theoretic
constructs is open (see Johnson-Laird 1983); the inclusion
of Marrian “2½-D sketches” in Conceptual Structure in
Jackendoff 1995 suggests the possibility of mixed
approaches.

3. The issue of Natural Language Metaphysics (Bach
1986) or the “naive picture of the world” (Apresjan 1974)
and its role in semantics. What presuppositions concerning
the constitution and structure of the world as humans con-
ceive it are built into human languages, and how, and
which are universal? (See LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY
HYPOTHESIS, NAIVE PHYSICS, FOLK BIOLOGY.) These ques-
tions may concern both semantic structure and semantic
content, from the semantic difference between nouns and
verbs to the content of color terms. Their investigation may
challenge the lines between semantic knowledge and com-
monsense, encyclopedic, or other kinds of knowledge. For-
mal semantics, following the logical tradition, has
employed relatively “austere” model structures; recent
investigations, particularly into lexical semantics, tend to
invite richer models.

4. The semantic atomism question: Are all meanings
decomposable into combinations of “semantic atoms,”
“semantic primitives,” or “atomic concepts” drawn from
some fixed, universal, and presumably innate set? The affir-
mative view goes back at least to Leibniz (Kretzmann
1967), and is popular in cognitive science in spite of little
progress on identification of a suitable set of primitives (see
Wierzbicka’s work, e.g., Wierzbicka 1985, for the most sus-
tained attempt). A “yes” answer implies that lexical seman-
tics will take the form of semantic decomposition; a “no”
answer is compatible with various approaches to word
meaning including the use of meaning postulates or a FUNC-
TIONAL ROLE SEMANTICS approach to word meaning.

5. The relation between meaning and use. The distinc-
tion between “sentence meaning,” the literal meaning of a
sentence abstracted away from any particular context, and
“speaker’s meaning,” the intended interpretation of a partic-
ular utterance of a given sentence, presupposes a boundary
between semantics and pragmatics, sometimes disputed.
One traditionally influential approach (Austin 1962) is
based on the identification of meaning and use.

See also SEMANTICS, ACQUISITION OF; WORD MEANING,
ACQUISITION OF

—Barbara H. Partee
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Semantics, Acquisition of

One area of research in the acquisition of semantics investi-
gates children’s use of logical connectives such as and and
or, and QUANTIFIERS such as every and some. The main goal
of this research is to determine the extent to which children
assign a semantics to logical words that conforms to classi-
cal LOGIC. We will return to this topic. Another area of
research investigates children’s knowledge of semantic uni-
versals (see LINGUISTIC UNIVERSALS AND UNIVERSAL
GRAMMAR). Semantic universals are often cast as con-
straints against certain linguistic forms or meanings. For
example, a constraint on form prevents negative polarity
items such as any from appearing in certain linguistic envi-
ronments (the asterisk indicates deviance):

(1) * Every linguist fed any squirrel. Cf. No linguist fed any 
squirrel.

A second example is a constraint on meaning, called clo-
sure. Closure prevents pronouns from referring back to par-
ticular kinds of quantificational NPs that have appeared
earlier in a discourse (e.g., Chierchia 1995). Thus, the pro-
noun he in (2) cannot be linked to the quantificational NP
every linguist—the pronoun can refer to Chomsky, or it can
refer to someone who is not mentioned in the DISCOURSE.

(2) Every linguist went to Chomsky’s party. He was happy.

Suppose that children’s grammars lack these constraints
at some stage of development. If so, the language generated
by their grammars would produce sentence forms that are
illicit for adults, such as (1), and their grammars would per-
mit illicit links between pronouns and quantificational NPs,
as in (2). In the absence of systematically available negative
semantic evidence (e.g., parental correction), it is difficult
therefore to see how children could learn constraints.
Embracing the conclusion of the argument from the-
poverty-of-the-stimulus, we are led to consider an alterna-
tive source: innate specification (see POVERTY OF THE
STIMULUS ARGUMENTS).

Among the hallmarks of innate specification are univer-
sality and the early emergence of a linguistic principle
despite the absence of decisive evidence from experience
(see INNATENESS OF LANGUAGE and NATIVISM ). Research in
the acquisition of semantics is directed at the early emer-
gence hallmark of innateness. For example, 4- to 5-year-old
children’s understanding of negative polarity items was
examined using an elicited production task (O’Leary and
Crain 1994). One experimenter acted out stories with toys
and props; a second experimenter manipulated a puppet,
Kermit the Frog. Following each story, Kermit told the child
what he thought happened in the story. The child’s task was
to decide whether or not Kermit “said the right thing” and, if
not, to explain “what really happened.” One of Kermit’s
(false) statements was (3). 

(3) Only two squirrels got any food.

In light of what actually happened in the story, children con-
sistently corrected Kermit’s statement, producing sentences
like “No, every squirrel got some food.” Despite Kermit’s

c




